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ABSTRACT 

Broadband local area network cable plant design is a 

time consuming work, it takes lots of computation and it 

depends a lot on designer's experience. In this thesis the 

author presents an approach to cable plant design automation, 

the expert system was implemented in language SCHEME, symbol 

manipulation was used to generate the data structure(tree) 

which represent the design results. Signal level simulation 

can be performed based on the data structure. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to develop a 

prototype design of an expert system for broadband cable 

plant physical layout. The final expert system based 

on artificial intelligence (AI) concept will help the 

broadband local area network designer or manage to easily 

design or expand the cable plant system of the network. 

1.2 Background 

In the 1980's, the great progress in micro

chips, personal computers and office automation have made 

the electronic data communication requirements exceed the 

capacities of the existing communication systems. Because of 

the continuing advance in office automation, data 

communication and high speed interactive network users, 

today's telecommunications engineers and managers are 

constantly pressured to enhance, redesign, or add new 

communications services to their networks. As a result of 

these dictates, they are starting to explore alternatives to 

traditional network design and management procedures 
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(Broughton 1986). Applying the expert system technology to 

these field can offer the ability to perform many design and 

management tasks automatically and with greater ease than do 

the older network management hardware and software. 

The cable plant of a broadband network is the blue 

print of the cable subsystem. It includes the information of 

the physical cable layout and components placement. Besides, 

it records the result of design calculations, for example, 

the signal level" in each node, the tap values of direction 

couples, and the number of amplifiers needed. It is the 

guideline of the installation, management, maintenance, and 

future expansion for a broadband network (Martinez, Chen 

1987) . 

The cable plant design is the first step of the 

broadband network design. It is not only a critical issue for 

the whole system design, but also a share of 50 percentage of 

the total budget. The broadband network design rules are well 

defined, however design options are not well defined and 

depend a lot on design engineer's experience. In fact, there 

are few experienced broadband network design engineers 

available (Copper 1984). Expert system are designed to assist 

users with domain specific problem solving expertise, by 

encoding the same problem solving heuristics that are used by 
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human experts(Lehner and Barth 1985). An expert system for 

cable plant design would capture the network design 

engineer's knowledge and provide an automated tool. These are 

the reason why the expert system technology can be applied in 

this problem domain(Martinez, Chen 1987). 

1.3 Approach 

The approach used in this work is to represent a 

knowledge base of the broadband components and design rules 

used in expert system. The purpose of the expert system is to 

assist a designer to quickly develop a broadband cable plant. 

The expert system is implemented in a LISP-based language 

SCHEME. This thesis presents the requirements design, and the 

implementation of the cable plant expert system. 

There are several goals in this expert system design: 

(1) To find an appropriate knowledge structure to represent 

the cable plant. In this thesis, a PC-based SCHEME was 

chosen to be the design language, and to represent the 

cable plant. 

(2) To find a good representation of cable plant design 

specification from the users. The "high user density 

unit" is the design input for the expert system. The 

"high user density unit" is a region, in which there 

are many network users or potential users, and there 

will be a main trunk passing through. 



(3) To generate the knowledge structure of cable plant from 

the specification, design rules and design knowledge. 

By using symbol manipulation, the knowledge 

structure(list) of the cable plant is generated. 

(4) To generate the simulation model of the cable plant 

from the knowledge structure from (3). Every atom in 

the list of the cable plant represents a component, we 

set up the "property list" of the atom to represent 

the component characteristics. 

(5) To do simulation of the cable plant, calculating RF 

signal values at each point. Starting simulation by 

using the "property list" of every atom(component). 
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CHAPTER 2 

CABLE PLANT EXPERT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

2.1 Cable Plant for Broadband Local Area Network 

The cable plant of a broadband local area network is 

the blue print of the cable subsystem. It includes the 

information of the physical cable layout and components 

placement. Besides, it records, the result of design 

computation, for example, the signal level in each node, the 

tap values of direction couples, and the installation, 

management, maintenance, and future expansion for a broadband 

local area network. 

2.1.1 Characteristics of Broadband Local Area Network 

A broadband local area network is a communication 

system in which coaxial cable and radio frequency (RF) 

analog signaling are used. A transmission technique that 

allows frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) on the cable is 

usually applied. We will generally mean systems capable of 

FDM when using the term "broadband." Systems intended to 

carry only a single analog signal will be referred to as 

single channel broadband. 

As mentioned, broadband implies the use of analog 

signaling. In FDM the frequency spectrum of the 
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TAP' TAP 

AMP 

Head End 

Figure 1 Broadband Network Configuration 

cable can be divided into channels or frequency bands. 

Separate channels can support data tracffic, TV, and radio 

signals. Broadband components allow splitting and joining of 

cable and signal; hence both bus and tree topologies are 

possible. Much greater distanc such as tens of kilometers 

are possible with broadband compared to baseband. This is 

because the analog signals that carry the digital data can 

propagate greater distance before the noise and attenuation 

damage the data. 

Figure 1 shows a typical broadband system. As with 

baseband, stations attach to the cable by means of a tap. 

Unlike baseband, however, broadband is inherently a 
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unidirectional medium; signals inserted onto the medium can 

propagate in only one direction. The primary reason for this 

is that it is infeasible to build amplifiers that will pass 

signals of one frquency in both directions. This 

unidirectional property means that only those stations 

"downstream" from a transmitting station can receive 

its signals. How, then, to achieve full connectivity? 

Clearly, two data paths are needed. These paths are 

joined at a point on the network known as the 'HEADEND.' For 

bus topology, the HEADEND is simply one end of the bus. For 

tree topology, the HEADEND is the root of the branching tree. 

All stations transmit on one path toward the 

HEADEND(inbound). Signals received at the headend are then 

propagated along a second data path away from the 

HEADEND(outbound). All stations receive on the outbound path. 

Physically, two different configurations are used to 

implement the inbound and outbound paths. On a dual-cable 

configuration, the inbound and outbound paths are separate 

cables, with the HEADEND simply a passive connector between 

the two. Stations send and receive on the same frequency. 

By contrast, on the spilt configuration, the inbound 

and outbound paths are different frequencies on the same 

cable. Bidirectional amplifiers pass lower frequencies 
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inbound, and higher frequencies outbound. The HEADEND 

contains a device, known as frequency converter. for 

translating inbound frequencies to outbound frequencies. 

The frequency converter at the HEADEND can be either an 

analog or digital device. An analog device simply 

translates signals to a new frequency and retransmits them. A 

digital device recovers the digital data from the analog 

signal and then retransmits the cleaned-up data on the new 

frequency. 

2.1.2 Problem Domain 

For a planning expert system, we always like to divide 

the main problem into several subproblems. Those 

subproblems can be solved easily, and we call those 

subproblems the "problem domain." For physical and logical 

layout in cable plant, we can divide this main problem into 

the following subproblems: 

(a) Future expansion. When construction is underway or when 

new services are being added to a facility, consider 

installing coaxial trunk cable, even if there is no current 

need for a network. These cables can be used to build a broad 

band system for the future. 

(b) Geographical coverage. Determine the maximum 

geographical extend of the system, including a good estimate 

of future requirements. 
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(c) Building survey. Inspect underground vaults, building 

access point, ceiling construction, and wall composition. 

This inspection can aid in designing the layout and can help 

a contractor provide a realistic cost estimate of the 

project. Local building contractors can perform the building 

survey. Specialized engineering contractors can provide 

total trunk service including proposals, surveys, design, 

installation, alignment, and maintenance. Some or all of 

these services can be used when considering any large 

broadband network. 

(d) Network architecture and topology. Determine the general 

plan for the system. 

(i) Single or dual cable. 

(ii) Main trunk routing. 

(iii) Star, ring, or bus architecture for data 

transmission device. 

(e) Frequency allocation. Select services to be carried 

and make frequency assignments so that future expansion can 

be easily done. 

(f) System headend. Locate the headend centrally within the 

system. Criteria such as serviceability and network 

management could dictate a different placement. Adequate 

space should be available for signal processing, data 

translation, and test equipment. 
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(g) Antenna siting and cabling. When broadcast television is 

part of the system, carefully plan the location of receiving 

antennas and the routing of cables. The construction and 

alignment of antennas can be difficult and dangerous. Safety 

is the main concern; operating and performance 

characteristics are secondary. 

(h) Trunk design. Make a preliminary layout of system trunk 

cabling. The best arrangement for a multiple trunk 

distribution is to use several trunks radiating from the 

central headend. 

2.1.3 Cable Plant Design Rules 

In order to solving the problems in the problem domain, 

there must be some rules in the expert system to guide the 

expert system to solve the problems. For this rule_base, the 

rules are: 

Rule-1: The design engineers select the components that 

meet the system's physical and electrical specification, and 

calculates the signal loss along each path. When 

computations indicate signal levels will be too low, 

amplifier can be inserted to increase them. The calculations 

are then repeated for every path that each new amplifier 
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affect, and other components might have to be changed to 

achieve specified signal level. This process is repeated 

until all signal levels are within specified ranges. 

Rule-2: Headend should be located near the center of the 

system. 

Rule-3: In a multiple building system, the design of the 

physical layout should never loop a main trunk cable through 

one building and into another. Instead, the trunk should be 

run alongside each building. Directional-couplers connect 

the trunk to branches that run inside each building. 

Rule-4: The best arrangement for a multiple trunk 

distribution system is to use several trunks radiating from 

the central headend. 

Rule-5: The number and location of outlet should be 

carefully planned. When several different device are to be 

connected in one office, greater signal strength or 

multiple outlets must be supplied. 

Rule-6: Signal distribution inside a building should be 

divided into independent sectors. A user in one sector 

should be able to function despite a failure in another 

sector. 
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Rule-7: To avoid expansion problems, the system should be 

designed to provide full tap coverage(capable of supporting 

an outlet in each office) and include 25% expansion factor. 

This can be done, for example, by reserving one RF port on 

each 4-port tap for future use. 

Rule-8: Network branches can also be made expandable. The 

best approach is to place a splitting device at each major 

branching point. One port can feed the current network; 

the other port can be terminated to reserve it for future 

use. To increase the coverage of the network, new 

distribution wiring can be installed, checked, and connected 

to the previously-reserved port. After the new segment has 

been certified, it can be attached to the expansion port with 

little or no interruption in network service. 

Rule-9: Unity_gain_trunk_design_rule : 

(1) All trunk amplifier are identical. 

(2) All trunk amplifiers are separated by an 

identical length of cable. 

(3) Flat loss + cable loss = amplifier gain. 

Result : All trunk amplifier output levels are 

identical. 
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Rule_10: Rule_of_thumb_for_trunk_amplifier: 

For cascading amplifiers is that each time the 

number of amplifiers in series is double, the output level of 

each amplifier in a cascade of two unit should be 3 db below 

the rated output of the amplifiers, or less. 

Rule_ll: The coaxial cable that carry signal between two 

points. 

Rule_12: The splitters, directional_couplers and taps that 

direct signal flow along a desired path. 

Rule_13: The filters that process signal depends on their 

frequency. 

Rule 14: The outlets that connect devices to the network. 
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2.1.4 Broadband Network Components 

(1) Cable 

(a) Trunk cable: to transport signals between 

amplifiers. 

(b) Feeder cable: to connect the trunk cable to the 

vicinity of the subscriber or office. 

(c) Drop cable: to link the feeder cable to the 

outlet. 

(2) Amplifier 

(a) Trunk amplifiers: high quality, low distortion. To 

distribute signals throughout a large geographic 

area. 

(b) Bridging amplifier: to provide high level signals 

for distribution on the branch or feeder line. 

(c) Line extender amplifer: are used when the signal 

level provided by the bridging amplifier is 

insufficient to drive receiving device. Those 

amplifiers cost less but have higher distortion 

and noise figure. 

(3) Directional Couplers 

The directional coupler has three ports. 

(i) Trunk input(please toward headend) 

(ii) Trunk output(please away from headend) 

(iii) Tap 
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(4) Multi-taps : a multi-tap combines a directional coupler 

with a signal splitter, and allows the connection of several 

drop cables to the system. Multi-taps are placed along the 

feeder cables to provide connections to outlets, or to 

provide access to the network for strings of single-port taps 

which loop from office to office. 

(5) Power Supplies : Power supplies supply AC power to 

amplifiers, except for the internal distribution amplifiers 

which contain their own power supplies. AC power is coupled 

to the coaxial cable through devices called power combiners. 

These devices permit the injection of power in either or both 

direction with little effect on the radio frequency signals. 

The distributing power in this manner eliminates the need for 

110-volt AC outlets at each amplifier location and allows 

greater flexibility in amplifier placement. For safety 

reason, there are capacitors in each outlet or segment of 

trunk used to block AC power ro prevent electrical shock or 

short in user devices. 
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2.2.1 User Interface 

Man_machine_interface is the user interface to the 

expert system. An expert system is usually a planning 

system, so the input will be more complicated than usual 

system, there may be text, number, even graphic inputs to 

describe the user request, and the expert system will ask the 

user interactively to clear the problem. Finally, the 

expert system output its result through the Man_machine_ 

interface output partition (reference figure 2 ). 

2.2.2 Inference and Control 

Design_partition 

Design_partition is the heart of the expert system. 

The major task of the design_partition is the trunk design. 

When the Man_machine_interface receive the users request, 

then pass the request to design_partition, the design_ 

partition will generate the virtual_blue_print for the main 

trunk layout through several steps: grouping, routing and 

virtual_blue_print generation. 
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A 

USER INFERENCE KNOWLEDGE 

INTERFACE 
AND 

INTERFACE 
CONTROL BASE 

GRAPHIC 

SUBSYSTEM 

Figure 2 The Block Diagram of Cable Plant 
Design Expert System 
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Simulation_partition 

The output of the design_partition may not meet the 

requirement from the user perfectly. So the 

simulation_partition will improve the design result by 

using simulation. Every component of the broadband local 

area network will associate with a "property list" to 

represent the characteristics of the component. Before 

simulation, the simulator generator will generate 

"property list" for every component in the local area 

network design, then start the simulation. 

2.2.3 Graphic Subsystem 

The graphic subsystem is an auxiliary unit of the whole 

expert system. The high resolution graphic terminal and two 

dimension input devices will make the expert system more 

friendly to the users. 

2.2.4 Virtual_blue__print 

The virtual_blue_print is an internal representation of 

the design result, in this proposal I chose the 'list' to 

represent the design. The topology of the broadband network 

is a tree structure, and we can implement the tree structure 

easily with data structure 'list'. 



Coupling relation of network components 

virtual_blue_print. 

( a b . . .) implies ^a^ 

( a b c . . .) implies ^a) (b) 

( a b ( cl c2 )) implies 

( a b ( ml m2 m3 )) implies 

Figure 3 The Coupling Relation in 
Virtual Blue Print 
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The topology of a broadband network is a tree 

structure, like a tree, the headend is the root of the tree, 

and if there is a terminator, that is a leaf. There is an 

expamle of virtual_blue_print(reference figure 4). 

list-0 (headend cable-0 (dir-cp-0-0 dir-cp-0-1)) 

dir-cp-0-0 (cable-1 amp-0 cable-2 (dir-cp-1-0 dir-cp-1-1)) 

dir-cp-0-1 (cable-3 amp-1 (dir-cp-2-0 dir-cp-2-1)) 

dir-cp-1-0 (cable-5 amp-2 (mul-sp-0-0 mul-sp-0-1 mul-sp-0-2)) 

dir-cp-1-1 (port-1 terminator-1 ) ; leaf 

dir-cp-2-0 (port-2 terminator-2 ) ; leaf 

dir-cp-2-1 (cable-4 amp-3 port-3 terminator-3 ) ; leaf 

mul-sp-0-0 (port-0 terminator-0 ) ; leaf 

mul-sp-0-1 (cable-6 port-4 terminator-4 ) ; leaf 

mul-sp-0-2 (cable-7 port-5 terminator-5 ) ; leaf 
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HEADEND 

CABLE-0 

DIR-CP-0 CABLE-3 

CABLE-l AMP-1 

AMP-0 DIR-CP-2 

P-2 () 

CABLE-2 CABLE-4 
T-2 

DIR-CP-1 
AMP-3 

CABLE-5 

AMP-2 

MUL-SP-0 
P-5 

CABLE-7 T-5 

P-0 () CABLE-6 

T-0 

P-4 

T-4 

Figure 4 An Example of Broadband 
Network Layout 
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CHAPTER 3 

CABLE PLANT EXPERT SYSTEM DESIGN 

3.1 Broadband Local Area Network 

(a) A broadband network is a communication media which 

can be used by many different ways. For instance, data 

communication, video, signal transmission, voice etc. 

(b) A broad band network has many signal channels. 

Every channel has one carrier frequency, and the user of 

this channel sends the signal to modulate the carrier signal. 

All the carrier frequencies of channels are transmitted in 

one coaxial cable. 

(c) The broad band network 

independent: that means devices can 

network anywhere. 

3.2 Planning 

A designing expert system is a planning system. 

In everyday usage, the word planning refers to the 

process of generating a series of steps of a problem-

solving procedure before executing any of them. When we 

describe computer problem-solving behavior, the difference 

between planning and doing may be equal to zero because the 

computer can do rarely beside planning. 

is geographically 

be connected to the 
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There are two kinds of problems in the real world. For 

one problem, the solution steps could be ignored or undone if 

they are unwise, for instance game of chess. 

For other kind of problem, in the other way, the 

solution steps in the real world cannot be ignored or 

undone. In the case planning becomes very important. 

Although real world steps may not be undone, computer 

planning can be undone, So we can circumvent the 

constraints of the real world by looking for a complete 

solution in a simulated world in which undone is allowed, 

and only after one 'perfect' solution has been found, going 

out to the real world to carry out the plan. 

3.3 Design Problems 

For many complicated problem domain, it becomes 

important to break the main problem into several subproblems. 

Unless we can do this, the number of combinations of the 

states of the components of the problem will be too hard to 

solve. 

For a cable plant problem, we can divide the 

problem into several subproblems: 

(1) Future expansion: When construction is underway or when 

new services are being added to a facility, consider 

installing coaxial trunk cable, even if there is no current 



need for a network. These cable 

broadband system in the future. 
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can be used to build a 

(2) Geographical coverage: Determine the maximum 

geographical extent of the system, including a good estimate 

of future requirements. 

(3) System headend: Locate the headend centrally within the 

system. Criteria such as serviceability and network 

management could dictate a different placement. 

(4) Trunk Design: Make a preliminary layout of system trunk 

cabling. The best arrangement for a multiple trunk 

distribution system is to use several trunks radiating from 

the central headend. 
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3.4 Trunk Design 

3.4.1 Specification input: 

(a) Geographical map which the broad band local area 

network should cover. In the map, there should be 

several "forbidden region" where the trunk can not go 

through. 

(b) Users ntunber in every building. 

(c) Grouping : Divide the map into several L * W 

(length = L, Width = W)units, then calculate the number 

of users per unit(users_density). This factor is the main 

factor in trunk design. We define a value A, when 

user_density > A 

then there should be a trunk go through this unit and we 

call this unit "high user_density unit." (as in figure 5) 

3.4.2 Routing 

We define : 

< . x- direction 

> X+ direction 
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BUILDING 

HIGH USER DENSITY UNIT 

TRUNK 

Figure 5 An Example of Grouping and 
High User Density Unit 
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After grouping, there are some "high user density 

units," and every unit with a main trunk passing through, and 

the goal of routing is to set up the linking relationship 

between these main trunk segments in the "high user density 

unit." 

(A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2) 

(B.xl,B.yl) (B.x2,B.y2) 

T HEAD END T 

Figure 6 An Example of Coordinate System of 
Broadband Network 

Firstly: we make 

(1) The whole geographical map into a coordinate system. 

(2) The HEAD_END in the originate point (0,0) 

(3) For "high user density unit" A , the main trunk passing 
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through A is represented by (A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2),as in 

Figure 6. 

(4) The main trunk segments in the system are horizontal, 

that is A.yl = A.y2. 

(5) A.xl * A.x2 > 0. 

All these trunk segments are horizontal, so the links 

must be in the vertical direction, and we want these links 

follow the rules: 

routing-rule-1 : The link as short as possible. 

Routing-rule-2 : The link as close the HEAD_END as possible. 

Routing-rule-3 : routing-rule-1.priority > 

And we don't consider the "constraint region" in this case. 

For case-1 

(B.xl,B.yl) (B.x2,B.y2) 
HEAD_END T 

The link between A and B 

is (A.xl,A.yl) 

(A.xl,B.yl) 

routing-rule-2.priority 

A.xl >= B.xl and 
A.xl <= B.x2 and 
A.xl > 0 

(A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2) 

x X 
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************************************************************ 

For case-2 

A.xl >= B.xl and 
A.xl <= B.x2 and 
A.xl < 0 and 

A.x2 >= B.x2 

(A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2) 

X 
(B.xl,B.yl 

x 
(B.x2,B.y2) 

T 
The link between A and B 

-HEAD END 

is (B.x2,A.yl) 
(B.x2,B.yl) 

************************************************************ 

For case-3 

A.xl >= B.xl and 
A.xl <= B.x2 and 
A.xl < 0 and 

B.x2 >= A.x2 

(A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2) 

(B.xl,B.yl) (B.x2,B.y2) 

-HEAD END 
The link between A and B 

is (A.x2,A.yl) 
(A.x2,B.yl) 

************************************************************ 

For case-4 

A.xl <= B.xl and 
A.x2 >= B.xl and 
B.xl > 0 

(A.xl,A.yl 
x 

(A.X2,A.y2) 

(B.xl,B.yl) (B.x2,B.y2) 

HEAD END T 
The link between A and B 

is (B.xl,A.yl) 
(B.xl,B.yl) 
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ft*********************************************************** 

For case-5 

A.xl <= B.xl and 
A.x2 >= B.xl and 
B.xl < 0 and 

B.X2 >= A.x2 

(A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2) 

x X 
(B.xl,B.yl) (B.x2,B.y2) 

HEAD END 
The link between A and B 

is (A.x2,A.yl) 

(A.x2,B.yl) 

************************************************************ 

For case-6 

A.xl <= B.xl and 
A.x2 >= B.xl and 
B.xl < 0 and 

B.x2 <= A.x2 

(A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2) 

(B.xl,B.yl) 

x 

B.x2,B.y2) 

T -HEAD END 
The link between A and B 

is (B.x2,A.yl) 

(B.x2,B.yl) 

************************************************************ 

For case-7 

A.xl >= B.x2 (A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2) 

(B.xl,B.yl) (B.x2,B.y2) 
The link between A and B 

is (A.xl,A.yl) 

(B.x2,b.yl) 
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************************** ******************** ************** 

For case-8 

B.Xl >= A.X2 (A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2) 

(B.xl,B.yl) (B.x2,B.y2) 
The link between A and B 

is (A.x2,A.yl) 

(B.xl,B.yl) 

************************************************************ 
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From these 8 cases, we can conclude the link V for A and B, 

where A = (A.xl,A.yl) (A.x2,A.y2) 

B = (B.xl,B.yl) (B.x2,B.y2) 

and V = (xl,A.yl) 

(x2,B.yl) 

The xl and x2 can be decided by : 

IF ( A.Xl >= B.xl AND A.Xl <= B.X2 ) 
BEGIN 
IF ( A.xl > 0 ) xl = A.xl; /* case-1 */ 

ELSE IF ( A.x2 >= B.X2 ) xl = B.x2? /* case-2 */ 

ELSE xl = A.x2; /* case-3 */ 

x2 = xl; 
END; 

IF ( B.xl >= A.xl AND B.xl <= A.X2 ) 
BEGIN 

IF ( B.xl > 0 ) xl = B.xl; /* case-4 */ 

ELSE IF ( B.x2 >= A.x2 ) xl = A.x2; /* case-5 */ 

ELSE xl = B.x2; /* case-6 */ 

x2 = xl; 
END; 

IF (A.xl >= B.X2) 
BEGIN 

xl = A.xl; x2 = B.x2; /* case-7 */ 
END; 

IF (B.xl >= A.x2) 
BEGIN 

xl = A.x2; x2 = B.xl; /* case-8 */ 
END; 
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************************************************************* 

Routing-main-rule: 

For a trunk segment X = (X.xl,X.yl) (X.x2,X.y2), and several 

trunk segments S(i). Where 

absolute(S(i).yl) <= absolute(X.yl) (for all i) 

we want to find one (only one) link in S(i), say S(i=k), then 

the link between X and S(i=k) satisfies the routing-rule-1 

and routing-rule-2. 

************************************************************* 
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A example of routing: 

•B 

E 

HEADJEND 

Figure 7 Routing Example 1 

For A, the S(i) = {B,C,D,E,F,G,T}, and we find the segment B 

meets the Routing Main Rule. 

For B, the S(i) = {C,D,E,F,G,T}, and we find the segment C 

meets the Routing Main Rule. 

For D, the S(i) = {F,G,T}, and we find the segment T meets 

the Routing Main Rule. 

There are links: 

link A--B by case-4 

link B--C by case-4 

link C--D by case-1 

link D--T by case-1 

link E--F by case-3 

link F--G by case-6 

link G--T by case-3 
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Another example of routing: 

x- -X A 

x- -x B 
-x-

-xD 

HEAD END 

Figure 8 Routing Example 2 

In this example, there is no link between A and B, 

because the length of link A-B is larger than the length 

of link A-C, so we choose the link A-C rather than the 

link A-B. That is follow the rule-l. 
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After routing, every trunk segment has two kinds of 

links. One is down-link which links the trunk segment with 

smaller absolute(yl), the other is the up-link which links 

the trunk segments with larger absolute(yl). 

L-l L-2 

pO x-

L-3 

-x— 
pi 

HEAD END 
P3 

p4 x-

L-4 
P5 
-x— 

L—5 

-X A 
P2 

-X B 
P6 

Figure An Example of Up-links and Down-links 

For A, the L-l and L-2 are up-links. 

the L-3 is down-link. 

For B, the L-5 is up-link. 

the L-4 is down-link. 

Before we start, we define-structure "line," and 

line(pi,p2) means we make a line from pi tp p2. All up-links 

and down-links are "lines." 
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DEFINE-STRUCTURE LINE 

REAL XI 

REAL Yl 

REAL X2 

REAL Y2 

LINE NEXT 
I I 

Figure 10 The Data Strucrure 'LINE' 

(XI,Yl) : COORDINATE OF THE STARTING POINT. 

(X2,Y2) : COORDINATE OF THE ENDING POINT. 

NEXT : POINT TO NEXT STRUCTURE LINE. 

*********************************************************** 

DEFINE-STRUCTURE GROUP 

THE STRUCTURE 'GROUP' CARRIES ALL INFORMATIONS ABOUT A TRUNK 

SEGMENT. 

INT 

LINE 

LINE 

LINE 

GROUP 

INDEX 

SEGMENT 

DOWN-LINK 

UP-LINK 

NEXT 
> 

— >  

Figure 11 The Data Structure 'GROUP' 
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A EXAMPLE OF THE STRUCTURE 'GROUP' : 

L-2 

L-1 L-3 

SEGMENT-A 

L-4 

Figure 12 An Trunk Segment and Its Links 

INDEX 

SEGMENT SEGMENT-A 

DOWN-LINK L-4 

UP-LINK L-1 

NEXT 

—> L-2 —> L-3 

Figure 13 Data Structure of Trunk Segment-A 

ONE SEGMENT MAY HAVE MORE THAN ONE UP-LINK (L-1, L-2, L-3). 

ONE SEGMENT MAY HAVE 'ONLY ONE' DOWN-LINK (L-4). 
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For a trunk segment, its up-links and down-link may be 

with several different configurations. 

************************************************************* 

CONDITION-1 : The down-link does not link with ending nor 

starting point of trunk segment. AND there is a up-link 

links with the down-link. 

Up-link 

Pi 
X X X A 
pO pi 

Down-link 

Figure 14 Links Configuration Condition-1 

For the trunk structure of Figure 14 can be represented by 

( cable-x ( branch-1 branch-2 branch-3 )) 

where cable-x = downlink 

branch-1 = ( line(pl,pO) ) 

branch-2 = ( Up-link ) 

branch-3 = ( line(pl,p2) ) 

It is a multi-splitter case. 
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************************************************************* 

CONDITION-2: The down-link does not link the starting nor 

ending point of the trunk segment.AND there is NO up-link 

links with the down-link. 

up-link up-link 

-x-
pO 

x— 
pi p2 

down-link 

Figure 15 Links Configuration Condition-2 

For the trunk structure of Figure 15 can be represented by 

(cable-x ( branch-1 branch-2 ) ) 

where cable-x = down-link 

branch-1 = ( line(pi,pO) ) 

branch-2 = ( line(pl,p2) ) 
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************************************************************ 

CONDITION-3: The down-link links the starting point or the 

ending point of the trunk segment. AND there is a up-link 

links with the down-link. 

pi 
x— 

up-link 

x pO 

down-link 

Figure 16 Links Configuration Condition-3 

For the trunk structure of Figure 16 can be represented by 

(cable-x ( branch-1 branch-2 )) 

where cable-x = down-link 

branch-1 = ( line(pO,pi) ) 

branch-2 = ( up-link ) 
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************************************************************ 

CONDITION-4: The down-link links with the starting or ending 

point of the trunk segment. AND there is NO up-link link with 

the down-link. 

up-link 

-x--
pl 

X pO 

down-link 

Figure 17 Links Configuration Condition-4 

For the trunk structure of Figure 17 can be represented by 

( cable-x line(pO,pi) ) 

where cable-x = down-link. 
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LO LI L2 
P2 

L3 L4 

pO pi d p3 p4 

D 

Figure 18 Trunk Segment and Its Links 

We define: 

D : The down-link. 

LO .. L4: The up-links. 

a: Left x-coordinate of trunk segment, 

b: Right x-coordinate of trunk segment, 

d: x-coordinate of the connection point 

of the down-link and trunk segment. 

pO .. p4: X-coordinate of the connection point 

of the up-•links and trunk segment. 

u: A list of up-links. : (LO LI .. L4) 

v: A list of pi. : (pO pi .. p4) 

vl: A list of pi, and pi < d. : (pi pO) • 

ul: A list of Li, corresponding vl.:(Ll LO) 

vr: A list of pi, and pi >= d. : (p2 p3 P4) 

ur: A list of Li, corresponding vr. : 

(L2 L3 L4) • 
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The function " (find-x )" is used to find the 

virtual_blue_print of the 'right' or 'left' side of the 

group. 

In the Figure 18 case, 

the left side is: LO LI 

pO pi 

Figure 19 Left Side of Figure 18 

the right side is: L3 L4 

P3 p4 

Figure 20 Right Side of Figure 18 

Before we call the function "(find-x )", we set up 

list structures according CONDITION-1. 

name list 

list-1 ( D (branch-1 branch-2 branch-3)) 

branch-1 ( line(d,pi) ) 

branch-2 ( L2 ) 

branch-3 ( line(d,p3) ) 
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LO LI L2 
P2 

L3 L4 

pO pi p4 d p3 

D 

Figure 18 

Then, we call function "(find-x )" with left side. 

name 

branch-1 

we get: 

branch-1 

branch-4 

branch-5 

branch-6 

branch-7 

list 

( line(d,pl) ) 

( line(d,pi) (branch-4 branch-5) ) 

( LI ) 

( line(pl,pO) (branch-6 branch-7) ) 

( LO ) 

( line(pO,a) terminator ) 

Then we call function "(find-x )" with right side. 

name 

branch-3 

we get: 

branch-3 

branch-8 

branch-9 

branch-10 

branch-11 

list 

( line(d,p3) ) 

( line(d,p3) (branch-8 branch-9) ) 

( L3 ) 

( Iine(p3,p4) (branch-10 branch-11)) 

( L4 ) 

( line(p4,b) terminator ) 
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Another example of virtual blue print generation: 

L-2 
cable-3 cable-4 

L-l 

cable-2 
L-0 

HEAD_END A 
cable-0 cable-1 

Figure 21 Trunk Segment and Its Links 

For A : Find down-link of A , if no down-link then 

create 

list-0 (HEADEND) 

and generate structures : 

list-0 (HEADEND cable-0 (branch-0 branch-1)) 

branch-0 (L-0 ...) 

branch-1 (cable-1 terminator) 

For B: Find Down-link of B in the existed structures. The 

down-link of B is L-0, so we get 

branch-0 (L-0 ...) 

and generate the structures : 

branch-0 (L-0 (branch-2 branch-3)) 

branch-2 (L-l ....) 

branch-3 (cable-2 terminator) 
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For C : Find down-link of C in existed structures. The 

down-link of C is L-1, so we get 

branch-2 (L-1 ...) 

and we generate the structures: 

branch-2 (L-1 (branch-4 branch-5 branch-6)) 

branch-4 (cable-3 terminator) 

branch-5 (L-2 ....) 

branch-6 (cable-4 terminator) 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Implemention in LISP like language 

There are several modules developed in the LISP like 

language, PC-SCHEME. They are: 

CABPLAN2.S It performs the routing task. It reads 

the trunk segments information in five number format, and 

generates the data structure 'GROUP' which contains the 

routng result. 

CABPLAN3. S It performs the virtual blue print 

generation. It reads the result of module 'CABPLAN2.S', and 

generates the data structure 'TREE' which is the virtual blue 

print. 

CABPLAN4.S It performs the signal level simulation. 

It reads the virtual blue print of a network and the whole 

information of the components, and perfomrs the signal level 

simulation. 

4.1.1 Module Cabplan2.s Description 

In CABPLAN2.S, there are some procedures to perform the 

routing task. Their function are described in below: 
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(1) (get-spec "file.in") 

The procedure (get-spec ) read the information in file 

"file.in" generated from grouping module(to be developed). 

The information is in a five number format (see APPENDIX-

A) . The first integer is the index, the rest four are 

the coordinates of the starting and ending points of the 

trunk segment(reference Figure 6 ). The information is in 

a decreasing absolute y value order, that means: the 

larger index, the smaller absolute value of y coordinate. 

The procedure (get-spec ) generates the result in 

structure GROUP type(reference Figure 11 Figure 13 ) which 

can be by (access first env-spec). 

(2) (link X S(i) length) 

The procedure (link ) performs the Routing-Main-rule. 

For trunk segment X, the procedure (link ) will act 

recursively to find the link between X and some trunk 

segment, say S(i=k), and their link satisfies the 

routing-rule-1 and routing-rule-2. Where X and S(i) are in 

structure GROUP type(reference Figure 11 Figure 13 ) to 

represent the trunk segment X and S(i). The argument 

"length" is the length of the link in previous call of 

procedure (link ), and we know that 

absolute(S(i).y) <= absolute(X.y) 
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(3) (route (access first env-spec)) 

The procedure (route ) call the procedure (link ) 

for every trunk segment in the spec, and assign initial value 

of "length" to 10,000. When finished, the result of 

routing is written to file "out.2"(see APPENDIX-B) in a 

structure GROUP type(reference Figure 11 Figure 12 ). 

4.1.2 Module Cabplan3.s Description 

In cabplan3.s, there are several procedures to do 

the critical virtual_blue_print generation task, their 

functions are described as below: 

(1) (get-group "file-in") 

The procedure (get-group ) reads the information 

(filename is out.2) generated from module cabplan2.s, the 

information contains the trunk segments information and 

routing information. The procedure (get-group ) also 

changes the data structure type of GROUP into a pure list 

type, and in a reverse order, that means: group-index 1 will 

be the last atom of the list. The list will be assigned to 

variable "g-vec." 

(2) (rev g) 

The procedure (rev ) is called by procedure (get-group 

). It performs the change of its argument g of data type 

GROUP into a pure list, and reverse the order of the list. 
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(3) (find-1 ) 

The procedure (find-1 ) finds the x-coordinate of the 

up-links of a trunk segments, and the x-coordinate is smaller 

than the x-coordinate of the down-link. The result will be 

in a decreasing order list. 

(4) (find-r ) 

The procedure (find-r ) finds the x-coordinate of the 

up-links of a trunk segments, and the x-coordinate is larger 

than or equal to the x-coordinate of the down-link. The 

result will be in a increasing order list. 

(5) (find-u ) 

The procedure (find-u ) finds the list of up-links 

corresponding to the x-coordinate list found by procedure 

(find-1 ) or procedure (find-r ). 

(6) (search-tree ldown It) 

The procedure (search-tree ) tries to find a 

line(up-link ) in the existing tree-structure 

(virtual_blue_print), and the up-link is exactly the down

link of another trunk, as in Figure 21 for A, the L-0 is a 

up-link, and for B, the L-0 is a down-link. In this case, for 

the existing tree-structure(virtual_blue_print): 

list-0 (HEADEND cable-0 (branch-0 branch-1)) 

branch-0 . (L-0 ) 
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branch-1 (cable-1 terminator) 

the procedure (search-tree ) will find 

branch-0 (L-0 ) 

(7) (find-x ) 

The procedure (find-x ) generates the 

virtual_blue_print of a trunk segment in both sides of the 

down-link, as in Figure 19, Figure 20. 

(8) (auto-gen ) 

The procedure (auto-gen ) generates the 

virtual_blue_print of the down-link and trunk segment area 

according to the four conditions Figure 14, Figure 15, 

Figure 16, Figure 17. 

4.1.3 Module Cabplan4.s Description 

In CABPLAN4.S there are several procedures which are 

described in below: 

The function are: 

(1) (create-tree "blueprint.s") 

The procedure "create-tree" creates the tree structure 

of the network from the virtual_blue_print in text file 

"out.3". 

(2) (create-file "file.out") 

This procedure does the inverse of the procedure 

"create-tree" does. It translates the tree structure into a 

text file "file.out" of list structure ( virtual_blue_print). 
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(3) (create-proplist "file.in") 

The procedure "create-proplist" creates the property 

list of every atom in the network tree structure. The file 

"file.in" (reference APPENDIX-D) should give the whole 

information of the property of every atom. 

(4) (create-proptable "file.out") 

This procedure does the inverse of the procedure 

"create-proplist" does. It translates the property list of 

every atom into a table file "file.out". 

(5) (path 'dest) 

The procedure "path" generates the path list from 

headend to the destination atom 'dest. 

(6) (signal-level HEAD-END-LEVEL 'dest x) 

The procedure "signal-level" returns the signal level 

in the destination point 'dest for a certain headend signal 

level, if the 'dest with the 'class of "cable", the x means 

the length from the starting point of the cable. That means 

we can get the signal level of a cable at any place. 

4.2 Representing components by property list 

Every component in the virtual_blue_print is an atom 

(symbol) of the list. We can use the "property list" of a 

symbol to represent the component model parameters. 
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example: 

L = ( cable-1 amp-0 . . . .) 

(putprop (car L) 'cable 'class) 

(putprop (car L) 120 'length) 

(putprop (car L) 1.0 'type) 

Those statements imply that we 

calss "cable", and its length is 120 

inch type trunk cable. 

Example: 

L = ( cable-1 amp-0 . . . .) 

(putprop (cadr L) 'amp 'class) 

(putprop (cadr L) 22 'gain) 

(putprop (cadr L) -30 'noise) 

Those statements imply that we set the symbol 'amp-0 in 

the class "amp", its gain is 22 db, and its noise is -30 db. 

4.3 Simulation of the signal quality 

We want to know the signal quality (level, 

distoration, noise, etc..) on some points of the network, so 

we must calculate the signal response of every component 

model from the headend to the destination point. This 

set symbol 'cable-1 in 

feet and it is the 1.0 
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calculation will be through an unique path ( the path is 

unique, because the topology of the network is a tree 

structure). 

Firstly, we should generate the "path list", then we 

send the "path list" to simulator generator to generate the 

simulators of the components. The simulator generator will 

generate simulators from the information in the property list 

of every symbol(component) in the "path list". 
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DESTINATION | 

\ / 

| PATH LIST GENERATOR | 

\ / 

( HEADEND ABC DESTINATION);PATH LIST 

\ / 

SIMULATOR GENERATOR | 

\ / 

SIMULATOR OF 
HEADEND 

SIMULATOR OF 
A 

SIMULATOR OF 
DESTINATION 

Figure 22 The Functional Flow of 
Signal Level Simulation 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 System Constraints 

The modules Cabplan2.s and Cabplan3.s were tested , the 

results were showen in APPENDIX-B and APPENDIX-C. The results 

were generated in an acceptable speed, however may be not 

good for a real time interactive requirement. The number of 

components(cable-x, terminator-x, branch-x, dir-cp-x-y .. ) 

of the network being deal with should not exceed 100. 

5.2 Conclusions 

The system have been implemented in AT&T PC using the 

LISP like language "SCHEME." 

Several modules have been developed, they are 

CABPLAN2.S FOR ROUTING 

CABPLAN3.S FOR VIRTUAL BLUE PRINT GENERATION 

CABPLAN4.S FOR SIGNAL LEVEL SIMULATION 

The module Cabplan4.s can be tested by using the completed 

virtual_blue_print(APPENDIX-C is not) in page-^6, and the 
It 

component property file(APPENDIX-D). 
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5.3 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

(1) The module 

CABPLAN1.S FOR GROUPING 

should be developed. 

(2) The module 

CABPLAN2.S FOR ROUTING 

should be modified to include some features for 

"routing in constraint conditions." 

(3) Some procedures to edit virtual_blue_print should be 

developed. 

(a) (put A x y) 

: Put component A in position (x,y) 

(b) (put-cable C xl yl x2 y2) 

: Put cable C from (xl,yl) to (x2,y2) 

(c) (put-before A B) 

: Put component A BEFORE component B 

(d) (put-after B A) 

: Put component A AFTER component B 

(e) (put-in-cable A C x) 

: Put component A IN cable C in position x 

(f) (remove A) 

: Remove component A 
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(4) The graphic subsystem should be developed. 

(5) To couple the electronic design rules to physical layout 

rules. 



APPENDIX-A 
/* THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF OUT.l */ 
/* GROUP-INDEX XI Y1 X2 Y2 */ 

1 50 200 150 200 
2 -150 200 -50 200 
3 -50 150 50 150 
4 100 100 200 100 
5 -200 100 -100 100 
6 100 -100 200 -100 
7 -200 -100 -100 -100 
8 -400 0 400 0 
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APPENDIX-B 
/* THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF OUT.2 (EDITED FOR EASY TO READ) */ 
/* (DEFINE-STRUCTURE LINE XI Y1 X2 Y2 NEXT) */ 
/* (DEFINE-STRUCTURE GROUP INDEX SEGMENT DOWNLINK UPLINK 

NEXT) */ 

#(((#!STRUCTURE . GROUP)) 1 #(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 
50 200 150 200 ()) # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 50 200 50 150 ()) () 

#(((#!STRUCTURE . GROUP)) 2 #(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 
-150 200 -50 200 ()) # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) -50 200 -50 150 ()) () 

#(((#!STRUCTURE . GROUP)) 3 #(((#!STRUCTURE . 
-50 150 50 150 ()) # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 50 150 100 100 ()) # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 50 150 50 200 # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) -50 150 -50 200 ())) 

#(((#!STRUCTURE . GROUP)) 4 #(((#!STRUCTURE . 
100 100 200 100 ()) # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 100 100 100 0 ()) # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 100 100 50 150 ()) 

#(((#!STRUCTURE . GROUP)) 5 #(((#!STRUCTURE . 
-200 100 -100 100 ()) # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) -100 100 -100 0 ()) () 

#(((#iSTRUCTURE . GROUP)) 6 #(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 
100 -100 200 -100 ()) # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 100 -100 100 0 ()) () 

#(((#!STRUCTURE . GROUP)) 7 #(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 
-200 -100 -100 -100 ()) # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) -100 -100 -100 0 ()) () 

#(((#!STRUCTURE . GROUP)) 8 #(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 
-400 0 400 0 ()) () # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 100 0 100 100 # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) -100 0 -100 100 # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) 100 0 100 -100 # 
(((#!STRUCTURE . LINE)) -100 0 -100 -100 ())))) ())))))))) 

LINE)) 

LINE)) 

LINE)) 
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APPENDIX-C 
/* THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF OUT.3 */ 
/* THE MAIN TRUNK VIRTUAL_BLUE_PRINT OF OUT.l AND OUT.2 */ 

LIST—0 (HEADEND (BRANCH-0 BRANCH-1)) 
/* HEADEND () 
BRANCH-0 (CABLE-12 (BRANCH-2 BRANCH-3 BRANCH-4)) 
/* CABLE-12 (Y2 0 X2 -100 Y1 0 XI 0) 
BRANCH-2 (CABLE-13 CABLE-14 TERMINATOR-15) 
/* CABLE-13 (Y2 100 X2 -100 Y1 0 XI -100) 
/* CABLE-14 (Y2 100 X2 -200 Y1 100 XI -100) 
/* TERMINATOR-15 () 
BRANCH-3 (CABLE-16 TERMINATOR-17) 
/* CABLE-16 (Y2 0 X2 -400 Y1 0 XI -100) 
/* TERMINATOR-17 () 
BRANCH-4 (CABLE-18 CABLE-19 TERMINATOR-2 0) 
/* CABLE-18 (Y2 -100 X2 -100 Y1 0 XI -100) 
/* CABLE-19 (Y2 -100 X2 -200 Y1 -100 XI -100) 
/* TERMINATOR-20 () 
BRANCH-1 (CABLE-21 (BRANCH-5 BRANCH-6 BRANCH-7)) 
/* CABLE-21 (Y2 0 X2 100 Y1 0 XI 0) 
BRANCH-5 (CABLE-22 (BRANCH-8 BRANCH-9)) 
/* CABLE-22 (Y2 100 X2 100 Y1 0 XI 100) 
BRANCH-8 (CABLE-23 TERMINATOR-24) 
/* CABLE-23 (Y2 100 X2 200 Y1 100 XI 100) 
/* TERMINATOR-24 () 
BRANCH-9 (CABLE-25 (BRANCH-10 BRANCH-11)) 
/* CABLE-25 (Y2 150 X2 50 Y1 100 XI 100) 
BRANCH-10 (CABLE-26 CABLE-27 CABLE-28 TERMINATOR-29) 
/* CABLE-26 (Y2 150 X2 -50 Y1 150 XI 50) 
/* CABLE-27 (Y2 200 X2 -50 Y1 150 XI -50) 
/* CABLE-28 (Y2 200 X2 -150 Y1 200 XI -50) 
/* TERMINATOR-29 () 
BRANCH-11 (CABLE-30 CABLE-31 TERMINATOR-3 2) 
/* CABLE-30 (Y2 200 X2 50 Y1 150 XI 50) 
/* CABLE-31 (Y2 200 X2 150 Y1 200 XI 50) 
/* TERMINATOR-32 () 
BRANCH-6 (CABLE-33 TERMINATOR-34) 
/* CABLE-33 (Y2 0 X2 400 Y1 0 XI 100) 
/* TERMINATOR-3 4 () 
BRANCH-7 (CABLE-35 CABLE-36 TERMINATOR-37) 
/* CABLE-35 (Y2 -100 X2 100 Y1 0 XI 100) 
/* CABLE-36 (Y2 -100 X2 200 Y1 -100 XI 100) 
/* TERMINATOR-37 () 



APPENDIX-D 
/* This is an example of property list information of */ 
/* the virtual blue print in page-2# 1% */ 
name cable-0 
class cable 
type trunk 
length 100 
gain -0.015 
name dir-cp-0-0 
class dp 
gain -2.5 
name dir-cp-0-1 
class dp 
gain -8.0 
name cable-1 
class cable 
type drop-cable 
length 250 
gain -0.025 
name amp-0 
class amplifer 
type trunk 
gain 22 
name cable-2 
class cable 
type trunk 
length 300 
gain -0.015 
name dir-cp-1-0 
class dp 
gain -2.5 
name dir-cp-1-1 
class dp 
gain -8 
name cable-3 
class cable 
type trunk 
length 250 
gain -0.015 
name amp-1 
class amplifer 
type trunk 
gain 22. 
name dir-cp-2-0 
class dp 
gain -2.5 
name dir-cp-2-1 
class dp 
gain -8.0 



name cable-5 
class cable 
type drop-cable 
length 150 
gain -0.025 
name amp-2 
class amplifer 
type bridge 
gain 40 
name mul-sp-0-0 
class ms 
gain -2 
name mul-sp-0-1 
class ms 
gain -1 
name mul-sp-0-2 
class ms 
gain -2 
name port-1 
class pt 
gain -5 
name terminator-l 
class tr 
gain 0 
name port-2 
class pt 
gain -5 
name terminator-2 
class tr 
gain 0 
name cable-4 
class cable 
type drop-cable 
length 100 
gain -0.025 
name amp-3 
class amplifer 
type extender 
gain 30 
name port-3 
class pt 
gain -5 
name terminator-3 
class tr 
gain 0 



name port-0 
class pt 
gain -5 
name terminator-0 
class tr 
gain 0 
name cable-6 
class cable 
type drop-cable 
length 100 
gain -0.025 
name port-4 
class pt 
gain -5 
name terminator-4 
class tr 
gain 0 
name cable-7 
class cable 
type drop-cable 
length 75 
gain -0.025 
name port-5 
class pt 
gain -5 
name terminator-5 
class tr 
gain 0 
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APPENDIX-E CABPLAN2.S 

(define-structure line xl yl x2 y2 next) 
(define-structure group index segment downlink uplink next) 
(define env-spec (make-environment (define first))) 
(define Axl) 
(define Ayl) 
(define Ax2) 
(define Ay2) 
(define Bxl) 
(define Byl) 
(define Bx2) 
(define By2) 
(define pi) 
(define ql) 
(define vl) 
(define v2) 

x coordinate for trunk A's starting point 

x coordinate for trunk A's ending point 

(define get-spec ;to read the spec in file-in 
(lambda (file-in) 
(set! pi (open-input-file file-in)) 
(set! vl (read pi)) ;index of the group 
(set! v2 (make-line 'xl (read pi) ; x coordinate of 

starting 
'yl (read pi) ; y 

starting 
'x2 (read pi) ; x 

ending 
'y2 (read pi) ; y 

ending 
'next nil)) 

(set! ql (make-group 'index vl ; create first 'group' ql 
'segment v2 
'downlink nil 
'uplink nil 
'next nil)) 

(set! (access first env-spec) ql) ; set ql to globe var 
(loop-5 pi ql) ; looping 

coordinate of 

coordinate of 

coordinate of 

) 
) 
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(define loop-5 
(lambda ( p q ) 
(set! vl (read p)) 
(if (eof-object? vl) ; is end of file ? 

(close-input-port p) ; Yes! close file 
(begin ; NO! continue reading spec 
(set! v2 (make-line 'xl (read p) 

'yl (read p) 
'x2 (read p) 
'y2 (read p) 'next nil )) 

(set! (group-next q)(make-group 'index vl ;to link 
group 

'segment v2 
'downlink nil 
'uplink nil 
'next nil )) 

(set! q (group-next q)) 
(loop-5 p q) 
)) 

) 
) 

(define get-group ; find the group by group-index 
(lambda(v p) 
(cond 
( (eq? v (group-index p)) p) 
( T (get-group v (group-next p))) 
)) 

(define get-uplink y find the last element in line structure 
(lambda (p) 
(cond 
( (null? (line-next p)) p ) 
( T ( get-uplink (line-next p))) 

) 
) 
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(define link 
(lambda (p g length) 
(if ( null? q) ;v2 is group-index from last call 

( begin (set! ql (get-group v2 (access first env-
spec))) 

(if (null? (group-uplink ql)) 
(set! (group-uplink ql) vl) ;vl is link 

from last call 
(set! (line-next (get-uplink (group-uplink 

ql))) vl) ; else 
) 

) 

( begin 
(set Axl (line-xl (group-•segment p))) 
(set Ayl al ine--yl (group--segment p))) 
(set Ax2 (line-x2 (group-•segment p))) 
(set Ay2 al ine-•y2 (group-•segment p))) 
(set Bxl (line-xl (group-•segment q))) 
(set Byl al ine--yl (group-•segment q))) 
(set Bx2 (line-X2 (group-•segment q))) 
(set By2 al ine--y2 (group-•segment q))) 

(cond 
((and ( >= Axl Bxl) ( <= Axl Bx2) ( > length 

(abs (- Ayl Byl)))) 
; CASE-1 CASE-2 CASE-3 
(begin (set! (group-downlink p) (make-line 

'xl (if (>= Axl 0) 
Axl (min Ax2 Bx2)) 

'yl Ayl 
'x2 (if (>= Axl 0) 

Axl (min Ax2 Bx2)) 
'y2 Byl 
'next nil)) 

(set! vl (make-line 'xl (if(>= Axl 0) 
Axl (min Ax2 Bx2)) 

'yl Byl 
'x2 (if (>= Axl 0) 

Axl (min Ax2 Bx2)) 
'y2 Ayl 
'next nil)) 

(set! v2 (group-index q)) 
(link p (group-next q) (abs (- Ayl Byl))))) 



I T  

((and ( >= Bxl Axl) ( <= Bxl Ax2) (> length ( 
abs (- Ayl Byl)))) 

; CASE-4 CASE-5 CASE-6 
(begin (set! (group-downlink p) (make-line 

'xl (if (>= Bxl 0) 
Bxl (min Bx2 Ax2)) 

'yl Ayl 
'x2 (if (>= Bxl 0) 

Bxl (min Bx2 Ax2)) 
'y2 Byl 
'next nil)) 

(set! vl (make-line 
'xl (if (>= Bxl 0) 

Bxl (min Bx2 Ax2)) 
'yl Byl 

'x2 (if (>= Bxl 0) Bxl (min Bx2 Ax2)) 
'y2 Ayl 

'next nil)) 
(set! v2 (group-index q)) 
(link p (group-next q) (abs (- Ayl Byl))))) 

((and ( <= Ax2 Bxl) ( > length (+(abs (- Ayl Byl)) 
(- Bxl Ax2)))) 

; CASE-8 
(begin(set! (group-downlink p) (make-line 'xl Ax2 'yl Ay2 

'x2 Bxl 'y2 Byl 'next nil)) 
(set! vl (make-line 'xl Bxl 'yl Byl 'x2 Ax2 'y2 Ay2 

'next nil)) 
(set! v2 (group-index q) ) 
(link p (group-next q) (+ (abs(- Ayl Byl)) 

(- Bxl Ax2))))) 

((and ( >= Axl Bx2) ( > length (+(abs(- Ayl Byl)) 
(- Axl Bx2)))) 

; CASE-7 
(begin(set! (group-downlink p) (make-line 'xl Axl 'yl Ayl 

'x2 Bx2 'y2 By2 'next nil)) 
(set! vl (make-line 'xl Bx2 'yl By2 'x2 Axl 'y2 Ayl 

'next nil)) 
(set! v2 (group-index q) ) 
(link p (group-next q) (+ (abs (- Ayl Byl)) 

(- Axl Bx2))))) 
( T (link p (group-next q) length ) ) 
) ; cond 
) ; q not == nil 
))) 



; routing procedure for cable plan 
(define route 
(lambda (p) 

(do (( q p (group-next q))) 
( (eq? nil (group-next q)) nil) 
(link q (group-next q) 10000) 

) 
(set! Axl (open-output-file "out.2") 
(pp (access first env-spec) Axl) 
(close-output-port Axl) 

) 
) 

(define cabplan2 
(lambda (file-in) 
(get-spec (file-in)) 
(route (access first env-spec)) 

) 
) 
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CABPLAN3.S 

(define-structure line xl yl x2 y2 next) 
(define-structure group index segment downlink uplink next) 
(define-structure tree name list next) 
(define env-spec (make-environment (define first))) 
(define env-1 (make-environment (define first))) 
(define a) 
(define b) 
(define d) 
(define gx) 
(define y) 
(define si) 
(define s2) 
(define S3) 
(define s4) 
(define s5) 
(define s6) 
(define tp) 
(define ul) 
(define ur) 
(define vl) 
(define vr) 
(define gu) 
(define gv) 
(define g-vec) 

(define get-group 7get the routing result in file-in 
(lambda (file-in) 
(get-group-1 file-in) 
(set! g-vec (reversel (rev (access first env-spec) ))) 

) 
) 

(define rev ; change i form type group to pure list and 
reverse it 
(lambda (i) ;the list. 
(cond 
( (null? i ) '() ) 
( T (append! (list ( make-group 'index (group-index i) 

'segment (group-segment i) 
'downlink (group-downlink i) 
'uplink (group-uplink i) 
'next nil )) 
(rev (group-next i)) )) 

) 
) 
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(define get-group-1 ;read the group 
(lambda (file-in) 
(set! gx (open-input-file file-in)) 
(set! (access first env-spec) (read gx)) 
(close-input-port gx) 

) 
) 

(define find-1 ; find the x of up-links which are in left 
(lambda (11 lp Id) ; hand side of down-link 

(cond 
( (null? lp) (sort! 11 >?)) ; sorting the result 
( (< (line-xl lp) Id) ; is x < Id (x of down-link) ? 
(find-1 (cons (line-xl lp) 11) (line-next lp) Id)) ; 

Yes 
( T (find-1 11 (line-next lp) Id)) ; No 
) 
) 
) 

(define find-r ;find the x of up-link which are in 
(lambda (lr lp Id) ;rignt hand side of down-link 
(cond 
( (null? lp) (sort! lr <?)) ; sorting the result 
( (>= (line-xl lp) Id) ; is x >= Id (x of down-link) ? 

(find-r (cons (line-xl lp) lr) (line-next lp) Id)) ; 
Yes 

(T (find-r lr (line-next lp) Id)) ; No 
) 
) 
) 

(define find-u ; find the list of up-links whose x 
(lambda ( lu vec lout) ; in vec, lu is the list of up-links 
(cond 
( (null? vec) (begin (recover lu) lout)) ; end? recover 

lu 
( T (find-u lu (cdr vec) (append! lout (find-u-1 lu 

(car 
vec))))) 

) 
)) 
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(define find-u-1 ; find the up-link in lu whose x = la 
(lambda (lu la) 
(cond 
( (pair? (line-xl lu)) ; is a list, being found already 
(find-u-1 (line-next lu) la)) ; try next one. 

( (= la (line-xl lu)) (begin 
(set! (line-xl lu) (list la)); prevent up-links with 

same xl 
(list lu)) ) ; change to list. 

( T (find-u-1 (line-next lu) la)) 
))) 

(define recover ; recover xl from list to number 
(lambda(lu) 
(cond 
( (null? lu) '() ) 
( (pair? (line-xl lu)) (begin 

(set! (line-xl lu) (car (line-xl lu))) 
(recover (line-next lu)))) 

( T (recover (line-next lu))) 
) 

) 
) 

(define search-tree ;search the tree which contains the 
ldown 
(lambda (ldown It) 

(cond 
((null? It) It) 
((line? (car (reverse (tree-list It)))) ;line structure 

(if (and(eq? (line-xl ldown) (line-x2 (car (reverse 
(tree-list It))))) 
(eq? (Iine-x2 ldown) (line-xl (car (reverse (tree-list 
It))))) 
(eq? (line-yl ldown) (line-y2 (car (reverse (tree-list 
It))))) 
(eq? (Iine-y2 ldown) (line-yl (car (reverse (tree-list 
It))))) 

) It (search-tree ldown (tree-next It)))) 
( T (search-tree ldown (tree-next It))) 

) 
) 

) 
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(define search-uplink ;find the up-link whose xl = Id 
(lambda (Id lu) 
(if (= Id (line-xl lu)) lu 
(search-uplink Id (line-next lu)) 

) 
) 

(define find-x ; generate the virtual_blue_print in both 
side of 
(lambda (lu lv lx It) ; of the down-link. 
(if (null? lu) (begin 

(append! (tree-list It) (list '())) It ) 
(cond 
((and (=? (car lv) lx) (null? (cdr lu))) 
(begin (append! (tree-list It) (list (car lu))) It)) 

((and (=? (car lv) lx) (=? (car lv) (cadr lv))) 
(begin 
(set! s4 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(set! s5 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(append! (tree-list It) (list (list s4 s5))) 
(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s4 

'list (list (car lu)) 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(set! It (tree-next It)) 
(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s5 'list (list 

(cadr lu)) 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(set! It (tree-next It)) 
)) 

((and ( <> (car lv) lx) (null? (cdr lu))) 
(begin 
(set! s4 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(set! s5 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(append! (tree-list It) (list (list s4 s5 ))) 
(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s4 

'list (list (car lu)) 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(set! It (tree-next It)) 
(set! s6 (append! (list (make-line 'xl (line-xl (car lu)) 

'yl (line-yl (car lu)) 
'x2 lx 

'y2 (line-yl (car lu)) 
'next nil)) (list '()))) 

(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s5 'list s6 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(set! It (tree-next It)) 
)) 
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((and (<> (car lv) lx) (=? (car lv) (cadr lv)) 
(null? (cddr lv))) 

(begin 
(set! s4 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(set! s5 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(set! s6 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(append! (tree-list It) (list (list s4 s5 s6))) 
(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s4 

'list (list (car lu)) 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(set! It (tree-next It)) 
(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s5 

'list (append! (list (make-line 'xl (line-xl (car lu)) 
'yl (line-yl (car lu)) 
'x2 lx 
'y2 (line-yl (car lu)) 
'next nil)) (list '())) 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(set! It (tree-next It)) 
(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s6 

'list (list (cadr lu)) 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(set! It (tree-next It)) 
)) 

( T ( begin 
(set! s4 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(set! s5 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(if (=? (car lv) (cadr lv)) 

(begin 
(set! s6 (gensym 'branch-)) 

(append! (tree-list It) (list (list s4 s5 s6)))) 
(append! (tree-list It) (list (list s4 s5))) 
) 
(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s4 

'list (list (car lu)) 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(set! It (tree-next It) ) 
(if (=? (car lv) (cadr lv)) 

(begin 
(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s6 

'list (list (cadr lu)) 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(set! It (tree-next It))) '() 
) 



(set! (tree-next It) (make-tree 'name s5 
'list (list (make-line 
'xl (line-xl (car lu)) 
'yl (line-yl (car lu)) 

'x2 (if (=? (car lv) (cadr lv)) (line-xl (caddr lu)) 
(line-xl (cadr lu))) 

'y2 (line-yl (car lu)) 
'next nil)) 
'next (tree-next It))) 

(if (=? (car lv) (cadr lv)) 
(find-x (cddr lu) (cddr lv) lx (tree-next It)) 
(find-x (cdr lu) (cdr lv) lx (tree-next It))) 

)) 
) 
) 
)) 

(define auto-gen ;gererate virtual_blue_jprint of g 
(lambda (g) 

(set! y (line-yl (group-segment g))) 
(set! a (line-xl (group-segment g))) 
(set! b (line-x2 (group-segment g))) 
(set! tp (if (null? (group-downlink g)) 

(begin 
(set! (access first env-1) 
(make-tree 'name 'list-0 'list '(HEADEND) 'next nil)) 
(access first env-1)) 
(search-tree (group-downlink g) (access first env-1)) 

)) 
(set! d (if (null? (group-downlink g)) 0 

(line-xl (group-downlink g)) 
)) 

(set! vr (find-r '() (group-uplink g) d)) 
(set! vl (find-1 '() (group-uplink g) d)) 
(set! ur (find-u (group-uplink g) vr '())) 
(set! ul (find-u (group-uplink g) vl '())) 
(if (and (<> d a) (<> d b)) 

(if (memv d vr) ;C0NDITI0N-1 
(begin 
(set! si (gensym 'branch-)) 
(set! s2 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(set! s3 (gensym 'branch-)) 
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(append! (tree-list tp) (list (list si s2 S3))) 
(set! (tree-next tp) (make-tree 'name si 

'list (list (make-line 
'xl d 
'x2 

'yi 
'y2 

(if (null? vl) 
(car vl)) 

y  
y  

(set! 
(set! 
(set! 
'list 

(set! 
(set! 

'next 
tp (tree-next tp)) 
tp (find-x ul vl a 

'next nil)) 
(tree-next tp))) 

tp)) 
(tree-next tp) (make-tree 'name s2 
(list (search-uplink d (group-uplink g))) 

'next (tree-next tp) )) 
tp (tree-next tp)) 
(tree-next tp) (make-tree 'name s3 

'list (list (make-line 
'xl d 
'x2 (if (null? (cdr vr)) b 

(cadr vr)) 
'y1 y 'y2 y 'next nil)) 
'next (tree-next tp))) 

(set! 
(set! 
) 

tp (tree-next tp)) 
tp (find-x (cdr ur) (cdr vr) b tp)) 

(begin 
(set! 
(set! 
(append! 
(set! 

si 
s2 

(set! 
(set! 
(set! 

(set! 
(set! 
) ) ; 

;C0NDITI0N-2 
(gensym 'branch-)) 
(gensym 'branch-)) 
(tree-list tp) (list (list si s2))) 

(tree-next tp) (make-tree 'name si 
'list (list (make-line 'xl d 

'x2 (if (null? vl) a 
(car vl)) 

'yl y 'y2 y 'next nil)) 
'next (tree-next tp))) 

tp (tree-next tp)) 
tp (find-x ul vl a tp)) 
(tree-next tp) (make-tree 'name s2 

'list (list (make-line 'xl d 
'x2 (if (null? vr) b 

(car vr)) 
'yl y 'y2 y 'next nil)) 
'next (tree-next tp))) 

tp (tree-next tp)) 
tp (find-x ur vr b tp)) 
d != a and d != b 
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(if (memv d vr) ;C0NDITI0N-3 
(begin 
(set! si (gensym 'branch-)) 
(set! s2 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(if (not (null? (cdr vr))) ;CONDITION-3-A 

(begin (set! S3 (gensym 'branch-)) 
(append! (tree-list tp) (list (list si s2 s3))) 
) 
(append! (tree-list tp) (list (list si s2))) 

) 
(if (= d a) (begin 

(set! gx b) 
(set! gu (cdr ur)) 
(set! gv (cdr vr))) '() ) 

(if (= d b) (begin 
(set! gx a) 
(set! gu ul) 
(set! gv vl)) '() ) 

(set! (tree-next tp) (make-tree 'name si 
'list (list (make-line 'xl d 

'x2 (if (null? gv) gx (car gv)) 
'yl y 'y2 y 'next nil)) 
'next (tree-next tp))) 

(set! tp (tree-next tp)) 
(set! tp (find-x gu gv gx tp)) 
(set! (tree-next tp) (make-tree 'name s2 

'list (list (search-uplink d (group-uplink g))) 
'next (tree-next tp))) 

(set! tp (tree-next tp)) 
(if (not (null? (cdr vr))) ;CONDITION-3-A 
(begin 
(set! (tree-next tp) (make-tree 'name s3 

'list (list (search-uplink d (line-next ( 
search-uplink d (group-uplink g))))) 

'next (tree-next tp))) 
(set! tp (tree-next tp)) 

) tp ) 
) 
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(begin ;CONDITION-4 
(if (= d a) (begin 

(set! gv vr) 
(set! gu ur) 
(set! gx b)) '0 ) 

(if (= d b) (begin 
(set! gv vl) 
(set! gu ul) 
(set! gx a ) )  '0 ) 

(append! (tree-list tp) (list (make-line 'xl d 
'x2 (if (null? gv) gx (car gv)) 
'yl y 'y2 y 'next nil))) 

(set! tp (find-x gu gv gx tp)) 

(define change 
(lambda (lo 11) 
(cond 
( (null? 
(line? 

change 'line' into 'cable- also put the 
coordinate into the property list, 
change '() into 'terminator-

( 
11) lo ) 
(car 11)) ( begin 

(set! si (gensym 'cable-)) 
(putprop si (line-xl (car 11)) 'xl) 
(putprop si (line-yl (car 11)) 'yl) 
(putprop si (line-x2 (car 11)) 'x2) 

(putprop si (line-y2 (car 11)) 'y2) 
(change (append! lo (list si)) (cdr 11)))) 

( (null? (car 11)) (change (append! lo (list 
(gensym 'terminator-))) 

(cdr 11))) 
( T (change (append! lo (list (car 11))) (cdr 11))) 
) 

) 

(define auto-1 
(lambda (lg) 
(cond 
( (null? lg) '() ) 
( T (begin 

(auto-gen (car lg)) 
(auto-1 (cdr lg)) ) 

))) 
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(define auto-2 
(lambda (If) 
(cond 
( (null? If) '() ) 
( T (begin 

(set! (tree-list If) (change '() (tree-list If))) 
(auto-2 (tree-next If))) ) 

))) 

(define pr-1 
(lambda (11 lp) 
(cond 
( (null? 11) '() ) 
( (pair? (car 11)) '() ) 
( T (begin 

(princ "/* " lp) 
(write (car 11) lp) 
(princ •• " lp) 
(write (proplist (car 11)) lp) 
(newline lp) 
(pr-1 (cdr 11) lp) ) ) ))) 

(define pr-vir 
(lambda (If lp) 
(cond 
(( null? If) '()) 
( T (begin 

(write (tree-name If) lp) 
(princ " " lp) 
(write (tree-list If) lp) 
(newline lp) 
(pr-1 (tree-list If) lp) 
(pr-vir (tree-next If) lp))) 

))) 

(define cabplan3 
(lambda (file-in) 
(get-group file-in) 
(auto-1 g-vec) 
(auto-2 (access first env-1)) 
(set! si (open-output-file "out.311)) 
(pr-vir (access first env-1) si) 
(close-output-port si) 

) 
) 
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CABPLAN4.S 

(define-structure tree name list next) 
(define env-1 (make-environment (define first))) 
(define lst-name) 
(define 1st) 
(define p) 
(define q) 
(define name) 
(define vl) 
(define v2) 

(define create-tree ;create tree structure from the virtual_ 
(lambda (file-in) ;blue_print in file-in 
(set! p (open-input-file file-in)) 
(set! lst-name (read p)) 
(set! 1st (read p)) 
(set! q (make-tree 'name lst-name 'list 1st 'next 0)) 
(set! (access first env-1) q) ; put q in globe var 
(loop p q ) 
) 

) 
(define loop 

(lambda (p q) 
(set! lst-name (read p)) 
(set! 1st (read p)) 
(if (eq? lst-name '/* ) (begin 

(flush-input p) 
(loop p q)) 

(begin 
(set! (tree-next q) (make-tree 'name lst-name 'list 1st 

'next 0)) 
(if (eof-object? lst-name) 

(close-input-port p) 
(begin 

(set! q (tree-next q)) 
(loop p q) 

) 
))) 

) 
) 
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; This is the procedure to creating the file 
; from the tree structure 
(define create-file 

(lambda (file-out) 
(set! p (open-output-file file-out)) 
(set! q (access first env-1)) 
(loop—1 p q) 

) 
) 

(define loop-1 
(lambda (p q) 
(if (eof-object? (tree-name q)) 

(close-output-port p) 
(begin (write (tree-name q) p) 

(princ " " p) 
(write (tree-list q) p) 
(newline p) 
(set! q (tree-next q) ) 
(loop-1 p q) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

(define create-proplist ;create proplist for atoms in the 
tree 

(lambda (file-in) ;from the information in file-in 
(set! p (open-input-file file-in)) 
(loop-2 p) 

) 
) 

(define loop-2 
(lambda (p) 
(set! vl (read p)) 
(set! v2 (read p)) 
(if (eof-object? vl) 

(close-input-port p) 
(begin 
(if (eq? vl 'name) 

(set! name v2) 
(putprop name v2 vl) 
) 

(loop-2 p) 
)))) 
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(define create-proptable ;create the information table of 
tree 

(lambda(file-out) ;from the proplist of atoms 
(set! p (open-output-file file-out)) 
(set! q (access first env-l)) 
(loop-3 p q (tree-list q)) 

) 
) 

(define loop-3 
(lambda( p q list) 
(if (null? list) 
(begin 
(set! q (tree-next q)) 
(set! list (tree-list q)) 
(if (eof-object? list) 

(close-output-port p) 
(loop-3 p q list) 
) 

) 
(begin 
(if (pair? (car list)) 

(loop-3 p q (car list)) 
(begin 
(newline p) 
(princ "name " p) 
(write (car list) p) 
(newline p) 
(pr-table (proplist (car list)) p) 
(loop-3 p q (cdr list)) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 



(define pr-table 
(lambda(list p) 

(if (null? list) '() 
(begin 
(princ #\tab p) 
(princ #\tab p) 
(write (car list) p) 
(princ #\tab p) 
(princ #\tab p) 
(write (car(cdr list)) p) 
(newline p) 
(pr-table (cdr(cdr list)) p) 

92 

; This is a search routine for cable plan 

(define findlist 
(lambda (name ptr) 

( cond ((memq name (car (reverse(tree-list ptr)))) 
(cons (tree-name ptr) (reverse (cons name 

(cdr (reverse (tree-list ptr))))))) 
(T (findlist name (tree-next ptr))) 

))) 

(define finddest 
(lambda (dest first) 

(cond((memq dest (tree-list first)) (cons (tree-name first) 
(reverse (member dest (reverse (tree-list first)))))) 
((and (pair? (car (reverse (tree-list first)))) 

(memq dest (car (reverse (tree-list first))))) 
(cons (tree-name first) (reverse 
(cons dest (cdr (reverse (tree-list first))))))) 
( T (finddest dest (tree-next first))) 

) 
) 

(define findpath 
(lambda (1st first) 

(cond ((eq? 'list-0 (car 1st)) (cdr 1st)) 
( T (findpath (append (findlist (car 1st) first) 

(cdr 1st)) first)) 
))) 
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(define path 
(lambda (dest ) 
(findpath (finddest dest (access first env-1)) 

(access first env-1) 
) 

) 
) 

(define signal-level 
(lambda (HEAD-END-LEVEL dest x) 

(set! 1st (path dest)) 
(set! vl HEAD-END-LEVEL) 
(loop-4 (cdr 1st) vl x) 

) 
) 

(define loop-4 
(lambda(1st level x) 

(cond ((null? 1st) level) 
((and (eq? 'cable (getprop (car 1st) 'class)) (null? (cdr 
1st))) 
(loop-4 (cdr 1st) (+ level (* (getprop (car 1st) 'gain) x)) 
x)) 
((and (eq? 'cable (getprop (car 1st) 'class))(not(null? (cdr 
1st)))) 
(loop-4 (cdr 1st) (+ level (* (getprop (car 1st) 'gain) 

(getprop (car 1st) 'length))) x)) 
(else (loop-4 (cdr 1st) (+ level (getprop 

(car 1st) 'gain)) x)) 
) 

) 
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